2018
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Strategic aim:
To provide an innovative, child centred and researched based bilingual learning environment, where students are achieving and making accelerated progress in
relation to the national standards and their individual learning success, with a focus on collaboration (mahi ngātahi), hauora and self-regulated learning
(rangatiratanga).
Annual aim:
To improve student outcomes, hauora and self-regulation
Baseline data:
12% of students year 4-6 are below standard. As we have an intervention at this level we will target this group of students. It will also help in writing where 22%
are not at standard in this year group.
Of all of our data, writing is showing the lowest results. With 33.5% of students not achieving standard (66.5% at or above). Māori are achieving the highest in this
area with 93% at or above. The statistic we will focus on the most is european students with 40% below standard and european boys over 50% are not achieving
standard. Target groups are being formed to help with our writing statistics. Each class will have a target group in writing.
We have 28.3% of students not at standard in mathematics and 10% above. We would like to make a shift at both ends, both extension and with those not
achieving.
Targets:
-To use our CaAP tool to choose appropriate interventions for students including ALL (Accelerating Literacy Learning) school wide
-To increase digital fluency to enhance current practice and open different ways to learn and teach
-To increase te reo matatini across the staff, students and community to further extend our cultural responsiveness
Student achievement targets in Reading
1 – For the year 4-6 students who are not currently on track to meet the national standards to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New
Zealand Curriculum in reading through an phonics based senior intervention
Student achievement targets in Writing
-For those students who are not at standard in all year groups to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum through the
use of the ALL programme
Student achievement targets in Mathematics
2-For those achieving above standard to be extended and to continue to make accelerated progress.
3-For those students who are currently at or above standard to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum through the
use of the ALL programme
CoL Achievement Challenges are being looked at due to the time between collating data and the PLD coming out and the Professional Learning Development.
CoL Achievement Challenges:
-To lift achievement in Mathematics for all students in years 1 – 10, with a particular focus on our Pasifika students
-To lift achievement in Writing of all students in years 1 – 10, with a particular focus on Boys in year 9 & 10
-To lift achievement in Science for all students in years 1 – 8, with a particular focus on Māori and Pasifika students
-To lift achievement in Science for year 9 & 10 Māori and Pasifika students

-Hauora - increasing students ability to manage self, transition between institutions and grow in resilience
-Catholic Character - develop capacity of our teachers, and enhance our educational pathways - therefore having a direct influence on the educational success of our
students
Actions to achieve targets
Curriculum/Teaching and Learning
-Target students and priority students identified and targets made for them by all teachers. Data feed
to the board monthly. (national priorities- reading/writing/mathematics)
-All ‘at risk’ students to have ILP created and used
-Focus on priority learners effectively through using our CaAP tool to choose appropriate interventions
for students including ALL (Accelerating Literacy Learning) school wide
-Implement and continue to review St Anne’s New Curriculum / Te Marautanga hou o Hato Ani
-Storytelling to be used twice and integrated in the curriculum
-Develop GATE programme
-CoL-Science- using the Thinking with Evidence tool we will tailor professional development to meet
the individual needs of schools and teachers
-CoL-PLD on the Learning Progressions Framework for assessment
-CoL-Develop our use with the Progress and Consistency Tool for use in assessment
Digital Fluency (Collaboration, Regulated Learning)
-Increase device to student ratio
-Increase digital competency throughout the school through professional development with Cyclone
(National Priority-Digital literacy)
Māori Language/Culture (Hauora of Māori, Acceleration)
-Increase amount and importance of the Māori language as treaty partners by increasing instruction of
and in te reo Māori (Level 4a/5h for years 5-8, Level 5/2h for years 1-4)
-Increase staff, BOT and community te reo and tikanga knowledge
-Embed the tātaiako into our documents and teaching
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Summary
Data/Evidence: See other documents labelled with ‘Target Rōpū #_’ for data/evidence/achievement, actions made and recommendations for the group. These groups
within classes mainly focus on our writing groups with far more evidence and data to add to the below. Whilst reading and mathematics are also important, writing has
been our PD and main focus in our inquiries. It is important to read through the attached data. This has been fed to the BOT monthly for overseeing.
Student achievement targets in Reading
1 – For the year 4-6 students who are not currently on track to meet the national standards to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New
Zealand Curriculum in reading through an phonics based senior intervention
Data/Evidence:
Cure Kids/A Better Start grant sought to extend on existing NZ research (Denston, 2016) that related to the role of literacy interventions in facilitating well-being in
students. Underpinning this was the premise that while psychosocial development, such as self-esteem, self-efficacy, and resilience is often targeted separate to
other curriculum areas, such as literacy, for students experiencing difficulties in the literacy development, targeting literacy development can also have beneficial
effects on psychosocial development, although this relationship is very complex. The programme enacted with the students sought to not only challenge their
current capabilities but to also develop their metalinguistic awareness by targeted morphological awareness (one’s ability to consciously manipulate the smallest
units of meaning within words) and orthographic awareness (the conscious ability to manipulate the written language system within a language), which influences
one’s ability to comprehend read text. The intervention sought to challenge students by using texts that were age-appropriate rather than reading age-appropriate,
thus, the complexity of words encountered would likely to be greater (more morphologically complex, such as transportation, facilitation) than those encountered in
instructional reading age texts.
The programme followed a decoding (strategies relating to reading complex words), vocabulary (how to use your own understandings to understand the meaning
of novel text), and fluency format with explicit instruction that was underpinned by the above focus. We are exceedingly grateful to St Anne’s and their staff, as well
as, participating students and parents for the opportunity to work alongside them.
The following data reported relates to literacy development only because the analysis of the interaction between the literacy and psychosocial data has yet to be
completed and needs to be considered carefully. Some aspects of literacy development, such as the spelling task, are still
undergoing analysis. Expressive vocabulary measured the ability of tamariki to explain words that they were likely to encounter in their everyday lives but weren’t
content specific. Specifically we were looking for students’ ability to apply their understanding of morphological units, such as –ful and -able (that had been
explicitly taught during the programme) in words that students had not been exposed to over the course of the programme, i.e., plentiful and reasonable. Results
found that gains occurred between Time 1 and Time 2 for students and that these gains are significant (p = .001) – meaning that the difference between the scores is
not likely to have occurred due to chance. These gains have also continued to occur at Time 3 (end of 2018 school year). In contrast, students did not make
significant gains when asked to explain words containing morphological units that were not explicitly taught during the programme, such as –ious.
The Burt Reading Test measures students’ ability to read single words accurately, which increase in complexity. As such, it is often used as a measure of decoding.
Results showed improvements between Time 1 and 2 that were signification for (p = .04) and that these gains have continued at
Time 3.
The phonological awareness task measured students’ ability to carry out a number of activities that included blending sounds together, segmenting sounds in
words, deleting initial and final phonemes in words and substituting final phonemes. Gains were identified between pre-and post-assessments,
and overall this gain was significant (p = .002). The morphological tasks required students to make judgements as to the relationships between words (requiring the
conscious manipulation of units of meaning), for example, shade – shadow. A second task asked students to produce a derived word based off a supplied base word,
within the context of a sentence, for example: inform – the teacher asked for some ____________ from Harry about his writing. The final task asked students to use
analogy to produce words from a pair of words that followed the same morphological pattern when a base word was provided, for example spoon – spoonful AND
mouth - __________. Gains were demonstrated in all three tasks, with the differences in the first task (morphological judgement) significant (p = .05) and the final word
analogy task (p = .001). Word attack measures phonological processing skills by asking students to read non-words that still follow orthographic patterns, i.e. shum
and weaf. Results found that gains in mean scores occurred but were not significant (p = .08). However, these findings are encouraging as it indicates that

students were beginning to transfer skills between learning contexts. Graphs have been provided on the following page to demonstrate gains between assessment
points.

Student achievement targets in Writing
-For those students who are not at standard in all year groups to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum through the
use of the ALL programme
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The identified students were specifically part of the ALL programme.
Students achieving greater than one year’s progress: 10/18 or 56%
Students achieving standard within the year: 9/18 or 50%
Discussions / Recommendations:
Although the target was ‘all’ students, we are happy with the results knowing the ability and amount of students with English as a second language. The data from
the last three years has spoken for itself with the ALL programme and we are now all confident with ALL groups within the classrooms.
Student achievement targets in Mathematics
2-For those achieving above standard to be extended and to continue to make accelerated progress.
Those achieving above standard have been working with ‘at’ standards to extend their learning. Progress can be seen below.
3-For those students who are currently at or above standard to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum through the
use of extension.
2017-Data

2018-Data

We have moved around 9% of ‘at’ students to above making more of a substantial group. We will continue to cater for all of the groups through 2019.
To use our CaAP tool to choose appropriate interventions for students including ALL (Accelerating Literacy Learning) school wide
Data/Evidence:
The CaAP tool designed in consultation with Gaylene Price and UC+ has been added to our curriculum this year and new (and existing teachers) have been able to
use it with the children in their classrooms.
100% of teacher successfully ran an ALL group last year so was definitely school wide. Our new entrant class ran a slightly different version as was not completely
suitable for them.

100% of first and second year teachers used and worked through the CaAP tool at least once with their tutor teacher.
Discussions / Recommendations:
Our CaAP tool is embedded into the way we work now.
To increase digital fluency to enhance current practice and open different ways to learn and teach
Data/Evidence:
We have been working with Emma Planicka from Digital Learning PLD Ltd over the year. Here is our snapshot of learning, monitoring of priorities and facilitator
feedback from our ‘Responsive Feedback’. Our Final Report is due mid-2019.

Discussion/Recommendations:
We have more sessions in 2019 to continue this development but as you can see above, we have made good progress.
To increase te reo matatini across the staff, students and community to further extend our cultural responsiveness
Data/Evidence
We have continued on our te reo Māori learning journey. We had an audit from the Ministry of Education. Here is evidence from this feedback.

Discussion / Recommendations
Another year of staff professional development has been completed including support staff. We ran community te reo Māori programme for a term with a high
interest rate including parent, grandparents and parishioners. While staff have been teaching what they have learned, we are moving to using the Māori curriculum
more with assessment now to see our gaps and next steps.

Strategic aim:
The community of St Anne’s Catholic School are actively encouraged and empowered to live their faith through their actions (manaakitanga,
whakawhanaungatanga).
Annual aim:
For our community to be more active in their faith (works, prayer life, social justice).
Baseline data:
The Catholic education office has identified that a problem throughout New Zealand in teaching faith development is the lack of knowledge and understanding of
teachers in Religious Studies.
When consulted the staff acknowledged they need more time for prayer and prayer development.
Targets:
-Increase students and teachers knowledge in Catholic social justice
-For students to more active in their sharing of their faith- ‘faith through our actions’
-For students to be able to improve their knowledge of what Jesus said, did and told us to do
-Increase community prayer life
Actions to achieve targets
Catholic Social Teaching and Learning
-Increase PD hours and knowledge by completing TH504-Catholic Social Teaching
-Become familiar with the Religious Education Bridging Document (REBD)
-Compete requirements of Religious Education Self-Review (Growth in Knowledge)
-Instil the charism of the Mission Sisters (contemplation, communion, mission)
-Actively have units with justice, including involving community
-Continue to study of Jesus’ actions of healing, forgiveness, standing up for others and service and
putting these values into action
-Continue to study of Jesus’ commandments of love, Eucharist and evangelisation and putting these
values into action
Prayer Life
-Staff to be involved in the spiritual renewal programme being offered by the parish
-Increase BOT prayer life

Led by
DRS, CEO advisor
DRS, CEO advisor
Principal
Staff
D.P.
DRS

Budget
$2500

Timeframe
Term 1-2
Term 1-4
Term 1-4
Term 1-4
Term 1-4
Term 1-4

DRS

Term 1-4

DRS
Principal, Sr Kathleen, Fr Dan

Term 1-4
Term 1-4

Summary
Increase students and teachers knowledge in Catholic social justice
Data/Evidence:
-Staff completed 50hrs of study/learning on Catholic Social Justice through the Catholic Institute of Aotearoa.
-Caritas unit completed
-Staff PD in social justice
For students to more active in their sharing of their faith- ‘faith through our actions’
Data/Evidence:
Each class had their own ways of encouraging our motto.
Examples like;
-pushing ‘waste free’
-assisting predator free NZ
-carols for community centre
-raising funds for Caritas, and Mission Sisters
-organising a buddy to new entrants
-role modelling and teaching students to be prepared to show others what to do- actions, puzzles, school work etc., treating property (own, others, school) with
respect
-young Vinnies trip to Nazareth House
-participated in the Vinnies Commissioning Mass
-raised money for Vinnies Christmas Tree
-hosting Vinnies Christmas Party at our School
-raised funds for the Sisters of the Mission Christmas Appeal
For students to be able to improve their knowledge of what Jesus said, did and told us to do
Data/Evidence:
-We have shown significant gains in our ‘year 4’ knowledge in the Jesus strand as shown by the annual Religious Education testing done by the Catholic Education
Office. This was part of our recommendations last year to improve this score (i.e. the knowledge)

Discussion/Recommendations:
-We would still like students to be able to recall Jesus’ reactions that are similar to their own situations in life.
Increase community prayer life
Data/Evidence:

-Special character group have been given more opportunities to develop leading assemblies and helping at Mass
-We have, and are trying to make Masses more involved to increase participation at them
Discussion/Recommendations:
-We would like to increase our musical involvement in prayer life. Singing and music is a form of praise. We aim to get a music school into school next year to assist.

Strategic aim:
To have an actively involved school, parish and parent community that values, nurtures and is involved with students’ learning and hauora through effective
engagement, personal development and communication (atawhai, kotahitanga).
Annual aim:
To increase the school community’s communication, knowledge and involvement in learning and hauora.
Baseline data:
When parents approached informally by the principal on how parents knew or saw evidence of learning and could discuss, juniors said through regular support of
reading at home. Parents of seniors (and juniors) said through ‘Learning Conferences’ and when books are returned at the end of the year.
Targets:
-Increase parental/community understanding and involvement in all learning
-Increase teacher/parental/students/parish/community knowledge and use of te reo Māori and ICT
Actions to achieve targets
Communication of Learning
-Use ‘Seesaw’ and ‘Google Classroom’ to help share and create learning with parents
-Have parent meetings including use of Seesaw, Google Classroom, Mathletics, Reading Eggs and reading
together
-Offer Māori workshops for teachers, parents and community, especially with seniors
-Increase and immerse bicultural (and multicultural) elements into our school
-Distribute Learning Cluster transition booklets and visit preschools to discuss transition
-Introduce learning challenges that can be done as a family and are future focused (yr 5-8 homework GRIT
challenges)
-Set up radio for sharing of learning and developing oral language
-Review current reporting to parents method and alter as needed
Hauora
-Clarify and consistently use the reviewed restorative justice/Catholic behaviour management programme
- Follow up Pastoral Care next steps from self-review (see that document)
-Develop the senior students ability to help solve problems with their peers and younger students through
a Catholic peer mediation programme
Parish Support
-Support First Communion programme
-Support events by putting them in our newsletter and promoting
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Emma (Cyclone)
Emma, principal

$15,000
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Principal
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$1000
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$1000
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Term 1-4
Term 1-2
Term 1-2
Term 1-4

Summary
Increase parental/community understanding and involvement in all learning
Data/Evidence:
Here is a comment from our facilitator of eLearning, Emma Planicka on our responsive feedback at the end of 2018.

Our efforts with Seesaw, really has made parents far more involved with real time feedback and involvement. Our communication has increased and sharing of learning
also. This is shown by these comments.
We had 94% families actively participating with ‘Seesaw’ an online portfolio. This is an extremely high number considering our decile.
Discussion/Recommendations:
Increase teacher/parental/students/parish/community knowledge and use of te reo Māori and ICT
Data/Evidence:
Here is a comment from our facilitator of eLearning, Emma Planicka on our responsive feedback at the end of 2018.

We held workshops for parents getting onto Seesaw and have an open door to all parents having problems. We are selling our outdated to our immediate families so
more ICT is available in households (we are decile 3).
We ran Māori lessons for our community for a term on a Monday. We had members of the parish, parents and grandparents at the sessions.

Discussion/Recommendations:

Our work with our community has been great with ICT but somewhat slower with te reo Māori. We are sending home readers in all class as part of homework which
should increase knowledge at home. The new homework challenges programme is based on the ‘Tapa Whā’ model of wellbeing and has Māori tikanga and reo within
also. The principal’s newsletter and social media post will continue to work towards both languages.

Reading 2018

Writing 2018

Mathematics 2018

